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Partnership with Vision Marine Technologies for electric outboard motor boats 

Groupe Beneteau is launching a partnership with Vision Marine Technologies to develop and 

market 100% electric outboard boats. 

Groupe Beneteau, the world leader in 

recreational boating, and Vision Marine 

Technologies, a leader in the electric 

transition in the recreational boating 

sector, have launched a partnership to 

integrate Vision Marine Technologies' 

revolutionary and powerful outboard 

motors on board several models of Groupe 

Beneteau's brands. 

Innovation is a pillar value of Groupe 

Beneteau, it has been shaping boating 

trends for more than 130 years. Groupe 

Beneteau quickly recognized the growing market demand for electric boats and in March 2022 launched 

the electrically propelled DELPHIA 11 for navigation on inland waterways and lakes. At the Cannes 

Yachting Festival in September 2021, the excess 15 Hybrid catamaran was presented to the public 

while the MONOHULL SAILBOAT BENETEAU Oceanis 30.1 with electric motor will be unveiled this 

summer at Hiswa te Water 2022 in the Netherlands. This partnership with Vision Marine Technologies 

ensures that electric propulsion will now also be available on outboard powerboats. 

"After having built and extensively tested a first jointly developed prototype at the beginning of 2022, 

Groupe Beneteau's objective is to bring to market a 100% electric boat and propulsion system," says 

Erik Stromberg, Groupe Beneteau's Boat and Motor Yacht Marketing Director. He continues: "The key 

to electrification is to have a complete analysis of the customer use case. Many boats in our offer 

perfectly meet a 100% electric solution. This electric offer complements the other propulsion systems 

already available and is compatible with these boat models." 

The revolutionary Vision Marine E-Motion™ 180 hp propulsion system combined with a battery with a 

capacity of 70 kWh of continuous energy, offers the perfect solution for daytime navigation. This 

innovative engine will first be launched with the Four Winns brand for models available in spring 2023. 



The technology will also be deployed by other Groupe Beneteau brands, both in North America and 

Europe. 

"We have always highly valued Groupe Beneteau which, as a market leader, has been working since 

its creation to develop excellence within the nautical industry. We are honored to have the opportunity 

to offer our E-Motion™ 180E technology as a propulsion system for Four Winns and look forward to a 

long-term partnership with them. We continue to showcase our technology and install the E-Motion™ 

solution on many third-party vessels in order to officially move to large-scale production of our E-

Motion™ technology and commercialize it," said Alexandre Mongeon, co-founder and CEO of Vision 

Marine. 

"Our high-end technology adapted to the state of the art of the automotive market is at the origin of the 

partnership with Groupe Beneteau. The E-Motion™ propulsion system is not only a high-voltage motor 

and battery, it is also a fully optimized powertrain system, designed to increase performance and reduce 

maintenance. We worked extensively with McLaren Engineering and its parent company Linamar Corp 

to design a very secure and easy-to-use system. This will change the way boaters do boating," said 

Xavier Montagne, COO of Vision Marine. 

About Groupe Beneteau 

A world player of reference, Groupe Beneteau offers, thanks to the eleven brands of its Boat division, 

nearly 180 models of pleasure boats that meet the diversity of uses and navigation projects of its 

customers, sailing or motor, monohull or catamaran. 

Through its Boating Solutions division, the Group is also present in boat club, rental, marinas, digital 

and financing activities. 

European leader in leisure housing, the 3 brands (IRM, O'HARA, COCO Sweet) of the Group's Habitat 

division offer a complete range of eco-designed mobile homes and outdoor residences, meeting the 

standards of quality, comfort and practicality. 

With an international industrial presence and a global sales network, the Group has a workforce of 

7,600 employees, mainly in France, the United States, Poland, Italy, Portugal and China. 

Brands of boats and yachts: BENETEAU, JEANNEAU, LAGOON, PRESTIGE, EXCESS, DELPHIA, 

FOUR WINNS, WELLCRAFT, SCARAB, GLASTRON and MONTE CARLO YACHTS 



About Vision Marine Technologies, Inc. 

Vision Marine Technologies, Inc. (Nasdaq : VMAR) aims to be a driver of change and a permanent 

driving force in the fight against the problems related to water way pollution by disrupting the traditional 

boating industry with electric power, thus directly contributing to zero pollution, zero emissions, and a 

quiet environment. Our flagship outboard powertrain (E-Motion™) is the first purpose-built all-electric 

outboard powertrain system that combines an advanced battery pack, inverter and high-efficiency 

motor with an exclusive assembly between the transmission and the electric motor using extensive 

control software.  Our E-Motion™ technology and related technologies used in this powertrain system 

are uniquely designed to improve the efficiency of the outboard’s powertrain and, as a result, improve 

range and performance.  Vision Marine continues to design, innovate, manufacture and sell to its 

customer hand crafted, high-performance and environmentally friendly pleasure electric motor boats.  

The design and technology applied to our boats results in a considerable improvement in overall 

performance, higher speeds and greater range.  In other words, the ride is smoother than that of a 

traditional internal combustion motor boat. 

More info about https://visionmarinetechnologies.com/ 
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